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Securities taxation system ties up with the development of stock market , 
the stabilization、 scale、efficient of stock market are influenced by tax 
adjustment , and the fit and stable development of stock market is the final goal . 
Although securities taxation system in China has been established and includes 
the scopes of issue、exchange and income , there are still a lot of problems which 
have bad influence on the taxation adjustment to stock market . From the 
macroscopical point , the function of securities taxation system is not definite , 
what on earth is the major function , levying revenue or macroscopical 
adjustment ? From the microcosmic point , the design of tax system is 
unsuitable itself , each tax has its shortcoming so that it can’t utilize its function 
and adjustment . Such problems are owing to function dissimilation and tax 
system limitation . In face of more and more problems , and tax adjustment 
didn’t make it better , so the reform is necessary . The reform must pay attention 
to two points : (1) the function of securities taxation system should be definite . 
The reform can be carried on as long as the function is definite , because 
function is the soul and principle of the whole reform ; (2) the detailed tax 
reform in securities taxation system . The exertion of function need the 
cooperation of each tax , and the reform should follow the requirement of 
function .  
Securities tax has such function : increasing revenue、controlling exchange 
cost、adjusting capital flowing、maintaining social equity , and so on , from 
international experience , the major function is not to increase revenue , but to 
realize the macroscopical adjustment on stock market . Chinese stock market is 
just in the beginning , tax adjustment can’t make it stable and suitable , 
additional , the function of increasing revenue is limited , and the function of 
macroscopical adjustment is potential , so the major function of securities 














subordinate function ; In the near future , the emphasis of adjustment is to 
encourage investment by controlling exchange cost and adjusting capital 
flowing , in the long run , maintaining social equity is necessary . 
In the base of international experience of securities taxation system , and to 
realize the function of macroscopical adjustment , we should keep such principal 
as “broad tax base , low tax rate” to encourage investment , the main idea is as 
follows : (1) reserving the stamp tax during the issuance ; (2) levying exchange 
tax , enlarging the collection range、unilateral levy、 low tax burden or 
exemption ; (3) eliminating repeated collection of securities income tax , 
recently we can chose the way “dividend exclusion from shareholders’ income 
tax base” , and in the long run , the imputation system can be practiced ; (4) be 
cautious to levy capital gain tax ; (5) levy securities property tax when feasible . 
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